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	Everything everyone wants to know about using the Apple iPad


	On January 27, 2010, Apple announced the latest in its line of revolutionary, ultraportable devices – the iPad. iPad Portable Genius is the latest in a line of ultra handy, go-to and goes-with you anywhere guides for getting the most out of a new Apple product. Written to provide readers with highly useful information that’s easily accessible, iPad Portable Genius is full of tips, tricks and techniques for maximizing each of the iPad’s most popular features.

	
		Designed in full-color with an Apple look and feel, and written in a hip, sophisticated, no-nonsense tone that reads as though a friend is providing inside information on the iPad
	
		Highlights iPad’s key features so users will quickly feel confident they are getting the most out of the mobile device’s array of amazing features
	
		Other titles by McFedries: iPhone 3G Portable Genius and Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows Vista, both by Wiley



	iPad Portable Genius is an easy-to-use, easy-to-understand guide for quickly getting the most out of Apple’s new iPad.
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Apl Programming and Computer TechniquesVan Nostrand Reinhold, 1970
Recent advances in the design of computer systems and programming languages have created a need for a state-of-the-art book on programming and computer techniques. This book has two objectives. The first is to present the APL language and terminal system. APL combines the power and relevance of Iverson's programming language* with the convenience...
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Linux Ethernet HowtoIuniverse Inc, 2000
The Linux Ethernet-HOWTO is a compilation of information about which Ethernet devices can be used for Linux, and how to set them up. This HOWTO is focused on the hardware and low-level driver aspect of the Ethernet cards, and does not cover the software end of things like ifconfig and route (this material is covered in the Network HOWTO). 
...
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The Digital Crown: Winning at Content on the WebMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	In 1997, Bill Gates famously said "Content is king." Since then, the digital marketing world has been scrambling to fulfill this promise, as we finally shift our focus to what consumers really want from our brands: a conversation.The Digital Crown walks you through the essentials of crafting great content: the fundamentals of...
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Becoming a Trustworthy Leader: Psychology and Practice (LEADERSHIP: Research and Practice)Routledge, 2012

	It's time to discover a new way for individuals to lead organizations and societies. Trust in a variety of institutions, including governmental and business, is at an all-time low. In order to strengthen society from its foundations, we need to rebuild trust.  Research shows that leaders are critical to building trust in...
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The Essence of Object-Oriented Programming with Java and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
You've written some lines of Java code and created a few objects, yet you understand that this doesn't constitute true object-oriented programming. As a Java programmer, you want to get more out of your efforts. This introduction to the basics of object-oriented programming and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) will give you a firm foundation...
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Python Penetration Testing EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Employ the power of Python to get the best out of pentesting


	About This Book

	
		Learn to detect and avoid various types of attacks that put the privacy of a system at risk
	
		Employ practical approaches to penetration testing using Python to build efficient code and eventually save time
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